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ABSTRACT

Multi-messenger astronomy is an emerging field of research aimed at unravelling the physics governing astrophysical transients.
GW170817 stands out as the first multi-messenger observation of the coalescence of a binary system of neutron stars, detected by the
LIGO and Virgo gravitational-wave interferometers, along with space- and ground-based electromagnetic telescopes. It is a striking
example of how multi-messenger observations significantly enhance our understanding of the physics of compact objects, relativistic
outflows, and nucleosynthesis. It shows a new way of making cosmology and has the potential to resolve the tension between different
measurements of the expansion rate of the Universe. To optimise multi-messenger observational strategies, to evaluate the efficiency
of the searches for counterparts, and to identify the host galaxy of the source in a large sky localisation, information about the vol-
umes of galaxies within the gravitational-wave localisation is of paramount importance. This requires the use of galaxy catalogues
and appropriate knowledge of their completeness. Here, we describe a new interactive web tool named GLADEnet that allows us to
identify catalogued galaxies and to assess the incompleteness of the catalogue of galaxies in real time across the gravitational-wave
sky localisation. This measure is of particular importance when using catalogues such as the GLADE catalogue (Galaxy List for the
Advanced Detector Era), which includes a collection of various catalogues that make completeness differ across different regions of
the sky. We discuss the analysis steps to defining a completeness coefficient and provide a comprehensive guide on how to use the
web app, detailing its functionalities. The app is geared towards managing the vast collection of over 22 million objects in GLADE.
The completeness coefficient and the GLADE galaxy list will be disseminated in real time via GLADEnet, powered by the Virtual
Observatory (VO) standard and tools.
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1. Introduction

A new era in multi-messenger astronomy began on August 17,
2017 with the momentous discovery of a gravitational-wave
(GW) emission resulting from the merger of a binary sys-
tem of neutron stars, GW170817 (Abbott et al. 2017a). This
was accompanied by a short gamma-ray burst, GRB 170817
(Abbott et al. 2017c), followed by electromagnetic emissions
across the entire electromagnetic spectrum, including an optical
emission, AT2017gfo, consistent with a kilonova powered by the
radioactive decay of r-process nuclei synthesised in the ejecta.
Neither very high-energy gamma rays nor neutrino emissions
were discovered in follow-up searches (Abbott et al. 2017b).

The One-Meter Two-Hemisphere (1M2H) Collaboration was
the first to identify and announce via the Gamma-ray Coordi-
nates Network (GCN) Circular the bright optical transient coun-
terpart, spatially consistent with the elliptical galaxy NGC 4993,

with the 1 m Swope telescope at Las Campanas Observatory
in Chile (Coulter et al. 2017b). It employed an observing strat-
egy that focused on a pre-compiled catalogue of galaxies (White
et al. 2011) specifically designed to target potential host galaxies
of GW sources (Coulter et al. 2017a).

The compilation of purpose-built catalogues of galaxies to
be used in low-latency searches for electromagnetic counter-
parts of GW signals has always played a key role since the
initial data acquisition of the LIGO and Virgo joint science runs
(see e.g. Abadie et al. 2012; The LIGO Scientific Collaboration
& Virgo Collaboration 2012; Aasi et al. 2014) up to the most
recent observational campaigns (Lundquist et al. 2019; Page
et al. 2020; Antier et al. 2020, Ackley et al. 2020; Paek et al.
2023, to cite a few). These catalogues include the Compact
Binary Coalescence Galaxy catalogue (CBCG; Kopparapu et al.
2008), the Gravitational Wave Galaxy Catalogue (GWGC; White
et al. 2011), the Galaxy List for the Advanced Detector Era
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(GLADE; Dálya et al. 2018), the Census of the Local Universe
(CLU; Cook et al. 2019), the Heraklion Extragalactic Cata-
logue (HECATE; Kovlakas et al. 2021), and the NASA/IPAC
Extragalactic Database (NED) Local Volume Sample, NED-LVS,
(Cook et al. 2023).

One of the main challenges in the search for the EM counter-
part is the large sky localisation associated with a GW signal
with respect to the field of view of the electromagnetic tele-
scopes. The use of a galaxy catalogue enables the size of
the region being observed to be reduced by limiting follow-up
research to the known galaxies located within the GW sky locali-
sation (Gehrels et al. 2016; Singer et al. 2016a; Arcavi et al. 2017;
Abbott et al. 2019).

This approach allows us to optimise the use of observa-
tional resources by increasing the efficiency and effectiveness
of the follow-up campaigns also involving telescopes with nar-
row fields of view. When potential counterparts are identified,
the galaxy catalogue’s information (such as position, size, dis-
tance, and the colour index) also allows observers to prioritise
observations and data collection in order to characterise the
most promising candidates. Over the years, a few platforms have
been developed to release lists of galaxies within the localisation
regions of GW sources: the NED Gravitational Wave Follow-
up (GWF) Service1 (Cook et al. 2023), Mass AssociatioN for
GRavitational waves ObserVations Efficiency (MANGROVE2;
Ducoin et al. 2020), and the Hunt Of Gravitational Wave Areas
for Rapid Transients (HOGWARTs3; Salmon et al. 2020).

In multi-messenger cosmology, galaxy catalogues also hold
a noteworthy role in the context of the statistical or galaxy cat-
alogue dark siren method for statistical cosmological inference,
starting from the pioneering work of Schutz (1986) and revisited
in a Bayesian framework by several authors (Del Pozzo 2012;
Chen et al. 2018; Nair et al. 2018; Soares-Santos et al. 2019;
Fishbach et al. 2019; Gray et al. 2020). Under this approach, cat-
alogues of galaxies are utilised to identify potential hosts within
the localisation volume of a GW event.

The importance of knowing the incompleteness of cata-
logues is an aspect largely discussed for cross-matching and
ranked galaxy strategies (Hanna et al. 2014; Singer et al. 2016b;
Coughlin et al. 2018; Cook et al. 2023). It also represents a
crucial aspect with significant implications in post-observation
analysis, aiming to estimate the efficiency of galaxy-targeted
searches. This involves evaluating the probability that observed
galaxies are the actual hosts of the signal in comparison to all
the galaxies within the GW volume, as is discussed, for exam-
ple, in Ackley et al. (2020). The catalogues’ completeness is
extremely relevant for cosmological investigations (Gray et al.
2022; Finke et al. 2021), especially in the context of dark stan-
dard sirens when catalogue-based approaches are utilised (see
gwcosmo, Gray et al. 2020 and icarogw, Mastrogiovanni et al.
2023). This study aims to provide an estimate of the complete-
ness of the GLADE catalogue within the localisation volumes
of GW sources through the definition of a sky-localisation-
dependent completeness parameter, which we refer to as C. As
GLADE comprises various catalogues, each exhibiting differ-
ent levels of completeness, this coefficient aims to provide an
accurate completeness evaluation in each region of sky volume
corresponding to each GW event.

The list of galaxies and the completeness coefficient will be
made available through an interactive web app, GLADEnet, for
the published gravitational-wave transient catalogues GWTC-2.1

1 https://ned.ipac.caltech.edu/NED::GWFoverview/
2 https://mangrove.lal.in2p3.fr/
3 http://gwtool.watchertelescope.ie/

and GWTC-3 (The LIGO Scientific Collaboration & Virgo
Collaboration 2021; LIGO Scientific Collaboration 2023). For
the low-latency candidate events, the app will listen and upload
the candidates from the GCN4 in an automated way, including
early-warning alerts (Magee et al. 2021).

The article is structured into the following sections. In
Sect. 2, we introduce the GLADE catalogue and conduct a com-
prehensive analysis of its density map. In Sect. 3, we assess
the intrinsic luminosity function of GLADE that was employed
during the analysis. We used the last version of the GLADE
releases; as of the time of writing, GLADE+ is the most up-to-
date version. In Sect. 4, we define and compute the completeness
coefficient, C. In Sect. 5, we explore the technology utilised in
developing GLADEnet, including its graphical user interface, and
present some illustrative examples of its application. Finally, in
Sect. 6 we provide the findings and future directions of this work,
with a focus on the prospects for third-generation ground-based
interferometers such as the Einstein Telescope (ET; Punturo et al.
2010) and Cosmic Explorer (Reitze et al. 2019; Evans et al.
2023).

In the present work, we assume a flatΛCDM cosmology with
parameters from Planck Collaboration VI (2020): H0 = 100 h =
67.4 km s−1 Mpc−1, ΩM = 0.31, and ΩΛ = 0.68.

2. The GLADE catalogue

GLADE is a comprehensive catalogue specifically designed to
aid the identification of the host galaxies of GW events and
their potential transient counterparts (Dálya et al. 2018). GLADE
serves an important role in facilitating electromagnetic (EM)
follow-up campaigns for GW candidates, as well as providing
valuable insights into the matter distribution in the local Uni-
verse and contributing to the study of the Hubble flow (Abbott
et al. 2021c, 2023; Raffai et al. 2024).

The catalogue is periodically updated, and the latest ver-
sion is referred to as GLADE+. The current version is formed
by cross-matching six different, though not independent, astro-
nomical catalogues: GWGC (White et al. 2011), 2MPZ (Bilicki
et al. 2013), 2MASS XSC (Huchra et al. 2012), HyperLEDA
(Makarov et al. 2014), WISExSCOSPZ (Bilicki et al. 2016),
and SDSS-DR16Q (Lyke et al. 2020), encompassing a total of
approximately 22.5 million galaxies and 750 thousand quasars
(Dálya et al. 2022). This study does not consider the list of active
galactic nuclei (AGN) gathered in GLADE+ and instead focuses
solely on the collection of galaxies.

GLADE+ density map

Figure 1 shows the density map of GLADE+. The plot was
obtained with the Aladin Sky Atlas – v12.0 (Bonnarel et al.
2000) using the functionalities in the data collection tree5.
Already on visual inspection, the non-uniform galaxy density
in the catalogue shows up (see e.g. the red and blue boxes on
the right side of Fig. 1). The plane of the Milky Way is readily
visible, as the gas and dust in the Galactic plane absorb electro-
magnetic radiation. Then, the anisotropies mainly stem from the
diverse sensitivities of various survey campaigns conducted by
different facilities.

For the Galactic extinction, which gives rise to sky regions
of significant incompleteness, we compared the main regions
of diminished galaxy density within the GLADE density
map with the all-sky Galactic reddening map provided by

4 https://emfollow.docs.ligo.org/userguide
5 http://aladin.u-strasbg.fr/
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Fig. 1. Galaxy distribution of the GLADE+ catalogue superimposed on
the MOC maps (green) derived from the reddening map by Schlegel
et al. (1998), presented within the galactic frame using a Mollweide
projection. The MOC contour has an extinction value >0.2 with an
area = 10481 deg2. The red and blue boxes are zooms showing two
examples of anisotropies in the galaxy distribution, possibly due to sur-
veys with different sensitivities covering the region.

Schlegel et al. (1998). This map is accessible via the Anal-
ysis Center for Extended Data (CADE)6. We employed the
method described in Greco et al. (2022a), where extinction
regions beyond a specific threshold are encoded using the Multi-
Order Coverage (MOC) data structure (Fernique et al. 2015).
This approach has been extended to encompass the credible
areas associated with GW sky localisations, facilitating easy
comparison among irregularly shaped sky regions and enabling
queries of IVOA (International Virtual Observatory Alliance)
data providers, as is demonstrated in Greco et al. (2019, 2022b).

Figure 1 displays the green MOC map of the reddening
region, which corresponds to an area of 10 481 deg2 with extinc-
tion values greater than 0.2. This region will be also visualised in
the GLADEnet application, and the value of a potential intersec-
tion between this map and the localisation area of a GW source
will be given in the ‘GW sky area ∩ reddening map’; more
details can be found within Sect. 5.

3. Estimating Schechter function parameters

The Schechter function was employed to characterise the lumi-
nosity distribution of galaxies in a given sample, providing
valuable insights into their population and evolution (Schechter
1976).

The Schechter function can be defined in terms of absolute
magnitudes (González et al. 2006; Hill et al. 2010; Gehrels et al.
2016; Dálya et al. 2018),

Φ(M) = 0.4 ln 10Φ∗(100.4(M∗−Mi))(α∗+1)e−100.4(M∗−Mi )
, (1)

where Φ∗ is the normalisation factor, α∗ is the faint-end slope,
M∗ is the characteristic absolute magnitude, Mi is the absolute
magnitude of the ith galaxy, and M∗ is directly linked to the
characteristic luminosity, with L∗ = 10−0.4M∗ . The completeness
analysis presented in Dálya et al. (2022) demonstrates that the
GLADE+ catalogue includes all of the brightest galaxies, con-
tributing 90% of the total B-band luminosity up to a luminosity
distance of dL ≃ 130 Mpc.

6 http://cade.irap.omp.eu/dokuwiki/doku.php?id=start

Fig. 2. Distribution of GLADE+ galaxies before (left) and after approx-
imately 3 million galaxies were excluded, primarily because they are
located within the galactic plane. Among the remaining galaxies, more
than 17 million (in red) lack apparent K-magnitude values, while
roughly 707 000 (in blue) have no apparent B-magnitude information.
Lastly, there are approximately 760 000 sources (in green) with infor-
mation available for both bands.

For our more thorough analysis, we aim is to find the
best-fit Schechter function parameters for the GLADE+ cata-
logue and calculate its completeness using them. Our purpose
is to determine the intrinsic Schechter function specific to the
selected catalogue, independently of previous studies. To be
more specific, we evaluated a proper set of the Schechter func-
tion parameters, ϕ∗GLADE+, α∗GLADE+, and M∗GLADE+, from the
GLADE+ catalogue. The new best-fit adjustment would provide
an operational Schechter function profile, which would be com-
pared to the luminosity function of the galaxies confined into
the credible volume of a GW sky localisation. This was under-
taken with the objective of calculating the new parameter, the
completeness coefficient denoted as C, consistently for each GW
localisation volume, cross-matching the galaxies compiled in
the GLADE+ catalogue. Further discussion of the completeness
coefficient is provided in Sect. 4.

In order to achieve this, first we discarded the region near
the galactic plane with a cut of |b| > 20◦ in the galactic lati-
tude. Hence, we excluded approximately three million objects
whose lines of sight fall within the galactic plane (see Fig. 2). We
conducted separate analyses for the northern and southern hemi-
spheres to ascertain whether there are any notable differences in
the catalogue between different galactic latitudes. No significant
variation was observed between the two distributions; there-
fore, the luminosity function of GLADE+ will be determined
by combining the data from both polar caps up to a conservative
luminosity distance of 75 Mpc. At such a distance, the galaxy
catalogue is complete (Dálya et al. 2022), allowing for the esti-
mation of Schechter parameters (see Sect. 3) without having to
additionally compensate for missing galaxies.

Fitting procedure

After selecting the galaxies, as was described in the preceding
section, we proceeded to fit the distribution of GLADE+ galaxies
using the Schechter function.

Three distinct volume shells with radii ranging from 25 Mpc
to 75 Mpc were chosen for the analysis. To initiate the fitting
process, we used the Schechter parameters from Gehrels et al.
(2016).
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Table 1. Galaxy luminosity function values from the literature and our fitting results for the GLADE+ catalogue.

Bands ϕ∗ (h3 Mpc−3) α∗ M∗ +5 log h (mag)

B (our work) (1.69 ± 0.38) × 10−2 −1.03 ± 0.03 −19.74 ± 0.08
B (Gehrels et al. 2016) (1.6 ± 0.3) × 10−2 −1.07 ± 0.07 −19.7 ± 0.1

Notes. The table provides information on the photometry filter used, with normalisation, ϕ∗, faint-end slope, α∗, and characteristic
magnitude, M∗.

Fig. 3. Schechter function fitting for GLADE+ up to 75 Mpc; B-band
filter. The GLADE+ galaxy distribution is shown in black with three
different error bands in light blue, corresponding to 1σ, 3σ, and 5σ con-
fidence levels. The resulting fit is shown in blue with medium parameter
values of Φ∗B,GLADE+ = (1.69 ± 0.38) × 10−2h3Mpc−3, a∗B,GLADE+ =
−1.03 ± 0.03, and M∗B,GLADE+ = −20.59 ± 0.08 mag.

Figure 3 shows the absolute B magnitude distribution up to
75 Mpc together with our best-fit Schechter function, shown as a
blue curve.

The error bands at 1σ, 3σ, and 5σ confidence levels are
also represented in varying shades of light blue. For the analy-
sis, we adopted the curve_fit7 method from the Python Scipy
library (Virtanen et al. 2020). The error estimation for the counts
was computed, taking into account a Poisson distribution. The
sources were grouped into 30 bins, each having a width of 0.2.
Ultimately, the derived values from our fitting, averaged across
the three distinct shells, are presented in Table 1 and are consis-
tent, within the error, with that reported in Gehrels et al. (2016)
and Dálya et al. (2022).

Having obtained the intrinsic parameters, we are able to
perform coherent completeness analyses inside a GW credible
volume.

4. The completeness coefficient

The completeness coefficient, C, is determined as the ratio of the
total luminosity of galaxies inside the credible volume of a GW
sky localisation, LGW×GLADE+, to the total luminosity expected
based on the Schechter function, L = jL × VGW, where jL is
the value obtained by integrating the Schechter function over
the luminosity. Here, we computed the luminosity density (with
integral bound x1 = 0) utilising the following equation:

jL =
∫ ∞

x1

LΦ(L) dL = Φ∗ L∗ Γ(α + 2, x1), (2)

7 https://github.com/scipy/scipy/blob/v1.10.0/scipy/
optimize/_minpack_py.py#L549-L912

where Γ(α + 2, x1) is the incomplete gamma function.
The completeness coefficient, C, is evaluated as

C =
LGW×GLADE+

L
. (3)

We estimate C for 86 events from the GWTC-2.1 and
GWTC-3 catalogues (The LIGO Scientific Collaboration &
Virgo Collaboration 2021; LIGO Scientific Collaboration 2023).
These events present the mixed waveform analysis, plus the
multi-messenger event, GW170817. Considering the low signal-
to-noise ratio (S/N) and the unphysical dominance in the poste-
rior, as is reported in Table IV of LIGO Scientific Collaboration
(2023), we opted not to include GW200322_091133 and
GW200308_173609 from the O3b run. Instead, by using the
GLADEnet tool, users can explore all the events and select
the waveform model according to the guidelines provided in
Sect. 5.1. The results are summarised in Table A.1. Each event
is presented with the 90% credible volume within which we
computed the apparent magnitude threshold (mth,B) and the cor-
responding C coefficients. The upper panel of Fig. 4 illustrates
the comparison of the completeness coefficient distributions
obtained for GLADE+ and those obtained with another version
of the same catalogue, GLADE v2.3 (Dálya et al. 2018), on
the data server Vizier8. GLADE+ improves the estimate of the
completeness coefficient by approximately one order of magni-
tude, shifting the tail of low values from C ∼ 10−4 to C ∼ 10−3.
The lower panel of Fig. 4 displays the completeness coeffi-
cient for both GLADE+ and GLADE v. 2.3 as a function of the
credible localisation volume. The distribution shows an approx-
imate trend where the completeness coefficient decreases as the
volume increases. In this distribution, the well-localised events
GW170817 (Abbott et al. 2017b) and GW190814_211039 (Abbott
et al. 2020a) are clearly evident in the top left corner with
CGW170817 ∼ 3.4 and CGW190814_211039 ∼ 6.7 × 10−1, respectively.

Completeness plots

For enhanced data visualisation, we generated a plot showcasing
the completeness within the credible localisation volumes of a
GW event. By way of example, Fig. 5 displays the completeness
plot of GW190814_211039. Black dots represent the distribution
of GLADE+ galaxies in the B photometric band within the 90%
credible volume. The expected Schechter function, calculated in
Sect. 3, is displayed as a dash-dotted green line, while the one
using parameters from the literature in Gehrels et al. (2016) is
represented by blue dots for comparison.

To determine the optimal histogram bin width, we employed
Knuth’s rule (Knuth 2018), as it has been implemented in the
astropy library9. Knuth’s rule is a Bayesian method used

8 https://cdsarc.cds.unistra.fr/viz-bin/cat/VII/291
9 https://docs.astropy.org/en/stable/api/astropy.
stats.knuth_bin_width.html
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. Completeness coefficient distributions in the B band, CB, for
the 86 selected events. Top panel a: histogram of CB values obtained
using GLADE+ (green line) and the older version of GLADE, 2.3,
(dashed histogram) on a logarithmic scale. Bottom panel b: scatter plot
illustrating CB dependency on the localisation volume. Green triangles
represent data from the updated galaxy catalogue, while blue circles
represent data from the older one.

to determine the most suitable bin width for a histogram by
considering a fixed-width approach.

5. GLADEnet: a progressive web app

GLADEnet10 is a progressive app that enables interactive visu-
alisation and filtering of galaxies confined within the 90%
credibility region of a GW sky localisation. GLADEnet is devel-
oped using ReactJS11. ReactJS is a JavaScript library used for
building user interfaces in web development with a component-
based approach that enables developers to create reusable user
interface (UI) components.

With the second observational run of the LIGO and Virgo
Collaborations, a 3D map was released for compact binary
coalescence (CBC) events, which includes information about
the event’s distance (Singer et al. 2016a; Abbott et al. 2019).
To obtain the galaxies within the 90% credible volume, we
utilised the crossmatch function provided by the ligo.skymap
library12. The galaxy catalogue utilised in GLADEnet is based on
the most up-to-date version of GLADE. At the time of writing,
the latest version of GLADE is GLADE+.
10 https://virgo.pg.infn.it/gladenet/catalogs/
11 https://react.dev/
12 https://lscsoft.docs.ligo.org/ligo.skymap/

Fig. 5. Completeness plot for GW190814_211039. The black dots repre-
sent the distribution of the GLADE+ galaxies in the B photometric band
within the 90% credible volume. The expected GLADE+ Schechter-
function is displayed as a dash-dotted green line and compared with the
one from Gehrels et al. (2016) shown with blue dots.

GLADEnet uses 3D sky maps to select and visualise galaxies
within the sky localisation volume and enables users to eval-
uate the completeness of the corresponding galaxy catalogue.
Figure 6 depicts the graphical user interface of GLADEnet, which
includes a drop-down menu for event selection. If the chosen
event corresponds to one from the GWTCs, labelled as GW, you
can further select the waveform model used in the parameter
estimation (PE; see Sect. 5.1 for a detailed explanation). In the
case of a candidate event sent in low latency, they are denoted
as S, and the user can choose the sequence of LVK alerts
sent for that specific event. The waveform banks used in the
post-processing analysis are specified in the publications related
to the GWTCs (The LIGO Scientific Collaboration & Virgo
Collaboration 2021; LIGO Scientific Collaboration 2023). The
timeline of alerts issued for the GW event candidates and the
corresponding information on the source parameters released at
different times with respect to the merger are fully described in
the IGWN Public Alerts User Guide13, specifically in the data
analysis section14.

The completeness plot is displayed within a dedicated resiz-
able box and the coefficient, C, is reported in a contextual
table.

The interactive galaxy visualisation is powered by Aladin
Lite, displaying GLADE+ objects located within the 90% locali-
sation volume (see Fig. 7). By utilising a slider, positioned below
the Aladin Lite canvas, you can filter galaxies based on their
absolute magnitude (B MAG) or the 3D probability density per
Mpc3 (dp_dV) at the positions of each target, as is defined in
Singer et al. (2016b). Applying more than one filter simulta-
neously is currently not allowed. We plan to add a multi-filter
functionality in a future version.

The graphical visualisation is complemented by a map that
shows regions with a low galaxy density in GLADE+ due to
Galactic absorption. This map is overlaid with the GW sky
localisation area and is constructed as described in Sect. 3.

The GLADE+ extinction map is shown in red in Fig. 7. This
map can assist users in assessing whether the event is located
in the direction of the Milky Way, enabling them to evaluate
potential data loss due to the presence of gases and dust. This

13 Available at https://emfollow.docs.ligo.org/userguide/
14 https://emfollow.docs.ligo.org/userguide/analysis/
index.html
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Fig. 6. GLADEnet user interface. The drop-down menu enables event
selection. If the chosen event corresponds to one from the GWTCs,
labelled as GW, the user can further select the waveform family used
for the source parameter estimation. In the case of a candidate event
sent with low latency, denoted as S, the user can choose the initial or
updated information sent for that specific event.

Fig. 7. Interactive visualisation powered by Aladin Lite. The zoomed-in
box displays in orange boxes the GLADE+ galaxies located within the
90% localisation volume (blue regions) of the GW190814 event. The
plane of the Milky Way is shown with the red MOC map.

information helps in setting appropriate observational strategies,
such as the use of suitable photometric filters. In addition to the
graphical visualisation, we will provide the intersection percent-
age between the extinction map and the localisation area using
the MOC approach (Greco et al. 2022a).

Considering the constraints of a web browser application, we
limit the display to the first 1000 galaxies. However, the users
can download the rest of the table to their local machine using
the dedicated graphical functionality.

The complete source code is publicly accessible on
GitHub15.

5.1. Low latency and catalogued event modelling

As was previously described, the GLADEnet app provides both
low-latency GW candidates, identified as S events, and cata-
logued published events. The initial low-latency sky map was
obtained by Bayestar (Singer & Price 2016), whose condi-
tional distribution of distance was obtained with the product
of a Gaussian likelihood. These sky maps are followed in
low latency by updated sky maps produced by Bayesian Bilby
(Ashton et al. 2019; or LaLinference in the past; Veitch et al.
2015) algorithms. Over a longer timescale, the offline full
Bayesian parameter estimation gives the most accurate param-
eter estimation, which can differ from the low-latency ones.

15 https://github.com/ggreco77/GLADEnet

Analysing GW signals, different waveform models are
applied. Each waveform model can infer slightly different
parameter values for the source. This also causes some dif-
ferences in the source localisation, namely in the 2D sky
maps and in the 3D sky localisation volumes. Using the lower
drop-down menu displayed in Fig. 6, the user can select the
waveform model corresponding to each specific analysis. For
BBH events, three different waveform models are used by
the LVK Collaboration (LIGO Scientific Collaboration 2023):
the IMRPhenomXPHM model, the SEOBNRv4PHM model,
and the Mixed. IMRPhenomXPHM (Pratten et al. 2021) takes
a phenomenological approach to extract the waveform, while
SEOBNRv4PHM takes an effective one-body (EOB) approach
(Ossokine et al. 2020). Finally, the Mixed model is just a
weighted combination of the previous ones. For binary neutron
stars (BNSs) and neutron star-black hole (NSBH) events, more
waveform models are applied to account for specific effects, such
as neutron star tidal effects (Abbott et al. 2021a, 2020b, 2021b).

For the catalogued events, the GLADEnet app makes avail-
able the different analysis results so that the user can choose the
ones corresponding to a specific waveform model of interest or
instead compare different model results. However, if the user is
not interested in a specific waveform model, we suggest using the
Mixed analyses, whose values are reported in the final Table A.1.
On the GLADEnet page, the completeness coefficient is relative
to the sky maps obtained by the offline parameter estimation and
published in the catalogues (see Zenodo repository16).

5.2. Supporting GLADE catalogue versions

In the current development phase, the GLADEnet app automat-
ically ingests the latest version of the GLADE catalogue and
provides results accordingly. The utilised version of GLADE
is explicitly stated in the legend of the completeness graph
and prominently featured in the introductory paragraph of the
application. A novel catalogue, UpGLADE, is currently in devel-
opment, encompassing data across the ugriz and W1–W4 bands.
The future migration to UpGLADE will assimilate recent sur-
veys, including the Legacy Survey and Pan-STARRS (Dálya
et al., in prep.). While GLADEnet will consistently generate
results during the continuous updates of the GLADE release,
similar to the aforementioned UpGLADE, extending it to any
other galaxy catalogue will require the implementation of new
functionalities planned in the forthcoming versions. It is note-
worthy that, currently, local tables, FITS images, and MOC maps
can be uploaded by right-clicking on the Aladin LITE canvas to
test and compare tables from different collections.

5.3. Applications

The capabilities developed within GLADEnet will have several
key applications. We provide a brief overview of some of them.

(i) Choice of observational strategy: GLADEnet will assist in
selecting the observational strategy based on galaxy complete-
ness and the magnitude threshold. The observational strategy
depends both on the sky localisation area and on catalogue com-
pleteness. In the latter case, when completeness is low, covering
the entire sky region with wide-field telescopes is needed due
to the lack of many galaxies in the catalogue, while when the
completeness coefficient is high, targeting galaxies with tele-
scopes with smaller fields of view is optimal for following up
on the probable host (Singer et al. 2016a). In this framework,

16 https://zenodo.org/record/6513631
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GLADEnet can be used to promote punctual surveys and to max-
imise the follow-up campaigns identifying sky regions that are
currently less observed or incomplete, so as to increase the cata-
logue completeness. Once the observation campaigns have been
carried out, the new data can be uploaded directly to the VizieR
data server. The VizieR upload service17 is dedicated to upload-
ing and preparing the addition of a new catalogue. The Centre
de Données astronomiques de Strasbourg (CDS) provides a full
description of the standard conventions used18. The user has the
freedom to define the strategy according to C. In future publi-
cations, some user-optimised target cases will be explored and
suggested to the user.

(ii) Search efficiency estimates: the completeness evaluation
by GLADEnet is linked to the probability that the observed galax-
ies are the actual hosts of the GW source, and is extrapolated
directly from the Crossmatch method (Singer et al. 2016b). It
is possible to see the dp_dV value, the probability density of
being a host of the GW event at the positions of each target, and
other properties by clicking on the possible host visualised on
the Aladin window.

(iii) Support for the Hubble constant estimate: the punctual
survey inside the GW event localisation could identify the most
likely host galaxies based on their position and intrinsic prop-
erties, as is mentioned in the first item, and lead to a reduction
in false positives (Singer et al. 2016a). The ad hoc observation
could increase the number of galaxies in the catalogue, leading
to an increase in catalogue completeness, a fundamental param-
eter in the gwcosmo catalogue method of cosmological inference
(Gray et al. 2022).

6. Conclusion and future prospects

The paper presents a new interactive web tool named GLADEnet,
which is able to evaluate the completeness of the GLADE+
galaxy catalogue within the sky localisation volume of GW
signals.

Using GLADE+ galaxies, we built the luminosity func-
tion described by a Schechter function. The estimated best-fit
Schechter function parameters are consistent with the previously
published one (see e.g. Gehrels et al. 2016). We then defined the
coefficient, estimating the completeness of the credible volume
of a GW event by comparing the galaxies within this volume and
the GLADE+ luminosity function.

Using GLADEnet, we then derived the completeness coeffi-
cient, C, for each gravitational event detected during the LVK
observational runs (O1, O2, and O3). GLADEnet will be used in
real time for current and future low-latency alerts. At present,
new events, labelled as “S” in the application, are uploaded peri-
odically or in response to the discovery of interesting detections
that may necessitate a prompt follow-up.

We plan to add simulated events, which will be useful for
defining observational strategies for upcoming runs. The appli-
cation was completely developed within the framework of the
Virtual Observatory in order to extend and use FAIR (findable,
accessible, interoperable, and reusable) astronomical standards.

Here, we focus on the photometric B band, but this will also
be extended to other bands of the electromagnetic spectrum, par-
ticularly the K band. The B and K filter bands are preferred
as indicators of the BNS formation rate in various astrophys-
ical models and BNS formation channels (see e.g. Zwart &
Yungelson 1998; Belczynski et al. 2002; Rasio & Shapiro 2002;

17 https://cdsarc.cds.unistra.fr/vizier.submit/
18 http:///cds.u-strasbg.fr/doc/catstd.htx

Vigna-Gómez et al. 2018; Andrews & Mandel 2019; Neijssel
et al. 2019), and they are influenced differently by interstellar
and Galactic dust and gases (Hill et al. 2010).

We also intend to conduct future studies to investigate red-
shift dependencies, examining their potential impact on the
density of galaxies within the 3D volume and on the lumi-
nosity function. Indeed, in Eq. (1), the characterisation of the
absolute magnitude, M∗(z) = M∗0 − Q(zi), and the normalisa-
tion factor density, Φ∗(z) = Φ∗0 × 100.4Pzi , will be essential (Lin
et al. 1999; Loveday et al. 2015; Wilson 2022). Here, Q and
P represent the luminosity and density evolution parameters,
respectively. This consideration becomes crucial because, going
to more sensitive detectors, we expect that a large number of
host galaxy candidates will be distributed across larger and
larger redshifts. Accounting for redshift will be imperative for
cosmological inference with third-generation detectors such as
ET (Punturo et al. 2010; Maggiore et al. 2020) and Cosmic
Explorer (Reitze et al. 2019), which will have the potential to
investigate sources far beyond the local Universe (Ronchini et al.
2022). For instance, ET detection of BNSs extends up to z ∼ 2–
3, while BBH mergers could potentially be detected at redshifts
as high as z ∼ 5 (Maggiore et al. 2020; Branchesi et al. 2023).
In this scenario, the redshift uncertainty associated with galax-
ies becomes a crucial factor. The impact of redshift uncertainties
on the Hubble constant inference has already been explored in
Turski et al. (2023). Consequently, the Schechter function’s evo-
lution will be investigated with a focus on redshift uncertainties:
many sources at the distances from which GWs from BBHs
originate only have photometric redshift estimates available,
which, compared to spectroscopic redshifts, are significantly less
accurate.

Thinking about the future, this web tool will be extended to
include the more and more complete catalogues expected from
instruments such as Euclid (Euclid Collaboration 2022). The
application uses GLADE+ but can be extended to the future
version of GLADE, as is described in Sect. 5.2 (Gergely et al.,
in prep.). We are planning to include other galaxy catalogues
present in Vizier that image large sky areas in different optical
bands, such as the DESI Legacy Surveys (Dey et al. 2019) and
Pan-STARRS (Chambers et al. 2016).
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Appendix A: C values

Table A.1: C values for GW events.

GW event Volume mth,B CB
[Mpc3] [mag]

GW150914 4.95E+06 18.86 5.29E-01
GW151012 6.09E+08 19.44 1.28E-01
GW151226 1.91E+07 18.67 4.08E-01

GW170104 2.98E+08 20.02 1.57E-01
GW170608 3.97E+06 18.44 5.76E-01
GW170729 7.82E+09 19.95 1.65E-02
GW170809 8.87E+07 20.02 1.72E-01
GW170814 4.64E+06 19.00 4.85E-01
GW170817 2.27E+02 15.31 3.46E+00
GW170818 1.29E+07 20.13 1.37E-01
GW170823 3.41E+09 20.20 3.80E-02

GW190403_051519 1.10E+12 20.03 5.00E-04
GW190408_181802 2.53E+08 20.59 4.01E-02
GW190412 1.60E+07 19.62 2.55E-01
GW190413_052954 1.17E+10 20.34 4.50E-03
GW190413_134308 1.46E+10 20.04 5.80E-03
GW190421_213856 7.26E+09 20.17 1.39E-02
GW190425 8.89E+06 17.34 7.11E-01
GW190426_190642 2.18E+11 20.04 2.20E-03
GW190503_185404 1.19E+08 20.22 7.39E-02
GW190512_180714 2.61E+08 20.16 4.23E-02
GW190513_205428 1.54E+09 20.43 1.06E-02
GW190514_065416 7.09E+10 20.07 4.70E-03
GW190517_055101 1.85E+09 19.87 2.24E-02
GW190519_153544 4.72E+09 20.17 1.04E-02
GW190521_074359 1.77E+08 19.49 4.82E-02
GW190527_092055 2.96E+10 19.99 1.44E-02
GW190602_175927 7.15E+09 20.19 7.70E-03
GW190620_030421 6.27E+10 20.40 7.80E-03
GW190630_185205 2.43E+08 19.61 2.14E-01
GW190701_203306 1.19E+08 20.62 2.11E-02
GW190706 5.31E+10 20.16 5.40E-03
GW190707_093326 1.70E+08 19.67 1.05E-01
GW190708_232457 1.94E+09 19.77 2.23E-01
GW190719_215514 8.85E+10 20.01 4.60E-03
GW190720_000836 9.17E+07 20.19 1.37E-01
GW190725_174728 7.98E+08 19.81 9.77E-02
GW190727_060333 3.90E+09 20.19 4.00E-03
GW190728_064510 7.19E+07 19.70 2.36E-01
GW190731_140936 5.24E+10 20.15 5.90E-03
GW190803_022701 1.16E+10 20.30 3.30E-03
GW190805_211137 1.59E+11 20.13 1.14E-03
GW190814_211039 4.32E+04 17.77 6.72E-01
GW190828_065509 7.34E+08 20.29 2.18E-02
GW190910_112807 1.45E+10 19.92 3.72E-02
GW190915_235702 7.29E+08 20.51 3.90E-02
GW190916_200658 1.47E+11 20.07 2.20E-03
GW190917_114630 1.8E+08 19.17 1.84E-01
GW190924_021846 1.97E+07 19.09 3.84E-01
GW190925_232845 5.72E+08 19.77 1.97E-01
GW190929_012149 2.71E+10 20.00 4.09E-03
GW190930_133541 2.39E+08 19.75 1.07E-01
GW191103_012549 6.23E+08 19.74 1.83E-01
GW191105_143521 3.33E+08 19.97 1.56E-01
GW191109_010717 1.71E+09 19.72 5.49E-02
GW191113_071753 4.44E+09 19.81 5.18E-02
GW191126_115259 1.81E+09 20.14 5.94E-02
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Table A.1: continued.

GW event Volume mth,B CB
[Mpc3] [mag]

GW191127_050227 3.48E+10 20.04 4.55E-03
GW191129_134029 1.04E+08 19.48 3.14E-01
GW191204_110529 1.54E+10 19.99 2.85E-02
GW191204_171526 2.03E+07 19.27 3.22E-01
GW191215_223052 1.56E+09 20.24 1.70E-02
GW191216_213338 4.87E+06 18.39 4.79E-01
GW191219_163120 1.17E+08 19.05 4.14E-01
GW191222_033537 1.75E+10 20.01 1.50E-02
GW191230_180458 2.91E+10 20.25 2.48E-03
GW200105_162426 4.19E+07 18.03 6.11E-01
GW200112_155838 1.85E+09 20.3 8.27E-02
GW200115_042309 4.98E+06 18.15 3.76E-01
GW200128_022011 3.43E+10 20 8.80E-03
GW200129_065458 1.32E+07 19.82 2.15E-01
GW200202_154313 3.26E+06 18.7 3.62E-01
GW200208_130117 1.4E+08 20 1.26E-02
GW200208_222617 1.07E+11 19.98 2.47E-03
GW200209_085452 1.43E+10 20.12 6.05E-03
GW200210_092254 4.67E+08 19.84 2.03E-01
GW200216_220804 7.52E+10 20.03 4.27E-03
GW200219_094415 9.58E+09 20.24 8.53E-03
GW200220_061928 4.16E+11 19.99 1.15E-03
GW200220_124850 7.94E+10 20.04 4.43E-03
GW200224_222234 6.56E+07 20.53 4.95E-02
GW200225_060421 1.98E+08 20.06 1.07E-01
GW200302_015811 9.52E+09 19.71 4.05E-02
GW200306_093714 1.75E+10 20.05 1.71E-02
GW200311_115853 1.31E+07 20.23 1.40E-01
GW200316_215756 2.02E+08 19.89 9.68E-02

Notes. Completeness analysis for 86 events collected in the GWTC-2.1 and GWTC-3 catalogues. These events present the Mixed waveform
analysis, plus the multi-messenger event, GW170817 (see Section 5.1 for more detail on the waveform model). Considering the low SNR and the
unphysical dominance in the posterior, we do not to include GW200322_091133 and GW200308_173609 from the O3b run. For each event, the
table reports the Euclidean 90% credible localisation volume (Volume) in which we computed the apparent magnitude threshold (mth,B), and the
completeness coefficient in the B band, CB.
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